ﺟﻤﻬﻮري اﺳﻼﻣﯽ اﯾﺮان

وزرات آﻣﻮزش و ﭘﺮورش

اداره ﮐﻞ آﻣﻮزش و ﭘﺮورش ﺷﻬﺮ ﺗﻬﺮان
دﺑﯿﺮﺳﺘﺎن ﻏﯿﺮدوﻟﺘﯽ ﻣ ُﻮﺣﺪ

 آﻗﺎي ﻧﻮري ﺗﺎرﯾﺦ: ﻧﺎم دﺑﯿﺮ
 زﻣﺎن0033/30/22: اﻣﺘﺤﺎن
 دﻗﯿﻘﻪ57 : ﭘﺎﺳﺨﮕﻮﯾﯽ
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: ﭘﺎﯾﻪ: ﻧﺎم و ﻧﺎم ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﮔﯽ

اﻣﺘﺤﺎﻧﺎت ﻧﻮﺑﺖ دوم

ﯾﺎزدﻫﻢ

 زﺑﺎن اﻧﮕﻠﯿﺴﯽ: ﻧﺎم درس

 رﯾﺎﺿﯽ و ﺗﺠﺮﺑﯽ: رﺷﺘﻪ

I- Vocabulary
A: Fill in the blanks with the following words. There is one extra word.
common / creates / vast / relationship / exists / call back / addictions
1- There is no sign that life .......................... on other planets.
1
2- Using technology in a wrong way has created bad habits and new types of ....................... .
3- Culture is a system of shared beliefs that are ........................ in a society.
4- Having a healthy .......................... with others makes our lives better.
5- “Would you like to leave a message?” “No, I’ll ..........................later.”
6- Iran is a(n) .........................country in Southwest Asia
==================================================================================
B: Match the following words in A with their appropriate definitions in B. There is one
extra word.
A
B
2
7- who or what a thing or person is
a) condition
8- without taking any notice of
b) society
9- a large group of people who live together
c) identity
10- to value somebody or something
d) appreciate
e) despite
==================================================================================
C: Fill in the blanks with your own words.
11- Eating vegetables is an important part of a healthy ( d ....................... ) .
12- The words like “tall” and “short” that have opposite meanings are called ( a....................). 3
==================================================================================
D: Match columns A and B .There is one extra word in B.
A
B
4
13- totally
a) behave
14- weaving
b) a rug
15- risk of
c) your relatives
16- visiting
d) confused
e) heart attack
==================================================================================
E: Odd one out.
17- a) create
18- a) nation

b) increase
b) society

c) develop
c) economy

d) make
d) country

5
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II- Grammar and Writing:
A: Choose the best one.
19- My uncle hasn’t been to his hometown since he ____ the country.
6
a) leaves
b) is leaving
c) has left
d) left
20- What will you do if you ____some money?
a) find
b) can find
c) found
d) have found
21- There weren’t ____ children in the park.
a) a lot
b) a little
c) many
d) much
22- There____ a lot of rice in the bag.
a) have been
b) is
c) were
d) are
23- My friend Tommy is very ____ in history.
a) interested
b) interests
c) interesting
d) interest
24- She tries____ forget the phone numbers.
a) don’t
b) not to
c) didn’t
d) to not
==================================================================================
B: Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.
25- I think my little brother ......................... reading the book yet. (finish)
26- It is important for all ........................ a foreign language well. (learn)
27- I can buy a new laptop if I ................. enough money. (have)
7
28- He has decided ...................... a better job. (find)
29- Little children are usually afraid of .......................... in the dark.(sleep)
30- She enjoys .......................... time with her family. (spend)
==================================================================================
D: Unscramble the following words to make sentences.
9
31- cars / are / lots / there / in / street / the / of / ?
32- examples / handicrafts / good / of the / of / are / a country / art and culture / .
==================================================================================
III- Reading
A: Cloze Passage: Read the following text and fill in the blanks with the given words.
There are two extra words.
future / souvenirs / museums / reﬂecting / calligraphy / century / famous / name
Iran has a five-thousand-year-old history of artistic works and handicrafts including pottery,
painting, ... (33) ... , rugs and carpets, etc. If you travel across Iran, you’ll get back home with
excellent handicrafts as ... (34) ... for your family and friends.
Iranian art is also quite ... (35) ... all around the world. There are excellent collections of
Persian art in many important ... (36) ... of the world. If we want to ... (37) ... countries with
richest art and cultural diversity, Iran is among them. Persian art is famous in the world for ...
(38) ... moral and social values of Iranian people and the natural beauty of this vast country.
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B: Reading Comprehension: Read the passage carefully and check the best choices.

4

Travelling alone seems scary if it’s the first time you are going to leave the comfort of home.
You will probably think about the potential risks or difficult situations. What happens if I get
ill, or have an accident? Isn’t it dangerous to go out alone at night? What happens if I get
attacked? Isn’t it strange to eat at restaurants alone all the time?
Most travelers have these worries and more before their first trip alone, but all these fears
disappear when they see all the benefits of this great experience. Here I’m going to give you
3 tips on how to travel alone and have a good time.
Speak the language
Humans are sociable creatures. We all need to talk to other people. If you are travelling
alone, it’s a good idea to go somewhere you speak the language.
Sleep with the locals
Hotels are comfortable but very lonely, and hostels are perfect for people who travel alone,
but you will only speak with other tourists. Try to rent a room in an apartment. This will give
you a connection with local residents and they can give you a lot of tips on what you can do.
Don’t be shy
Don’t be afraid of asking. Ask for directions in the street, or ask about the place, the culture
or the customs to the local people that you find in restaurants, parks, etc. You will be
surprised how much people like to talk about their town or their culture. Remember you are
alone. Asking can be an effective way to start a conversation and meet new people.
39- The writer thinks that travelling alone is ____.
a) better than travelling with your family members
b) worse than staying at your comfortable home
c) scary and dangerous
d) a good idea
40- The writer wants to ____.
a) help people who want to travel alone
b) talk about the possible risks of travelling alone
c) talk about his or her experiences travelling alone
d) say that most people are afraid of travelling alone
41- The underlined word “they” in the second paragraph refers to ................... .
42- Find a word in the passage which is closest in meaning to “ relationship” . ....................
43. The best thing about asking is that you can talk to the local people.
a) true
b) false
44. If you travel alone, it’s a good idea to learn the language of the place before you go there
a) true
b) false
45. The writer thinks that if you travel alone, hostels are very good but not the best option.
a) true
b) false
Page 3
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I- Vocabulary A: Fill in the blanks ......

1- exists

2- addictions

3- common

5- call back

6- vast

4- relationship

2
===============================================================================================
B: Match the following words ......

1

7- ( c ) 8- ( e )

9- ( b ) 10- ( d )

==================================================================================
11- diet

C: Fill in the blanks ....
2

1

12- antonyms

==================================================================================
D: Match columns .....

13- ( d ) 14- ( b ) 15- ( e ) 16- ( c )

3
4

==================================================================================
E: Odd one out.

17- ( b ) 18- ( c )

5

==================================================================================
3

II- Grammar and Writing:
19- ( d ) 20- ( a )

A: Choose the best one.

6

21- ( c ) 22- ( b ) 23- ( a ) 24- ( b )

==================================================================================
3

B: Write the correct form ......

25- hasn’t finished

26- to learn

27- have

29- sleeping

30- spending

28- to find

7

==================================================================================
D: Unscramble the following ..... .
2

9

31- Are there lots of cars in the street?
32- Handicrafts are good examples of the art and culture of a country.

==================================================================================
III- Reading
3

A: Cloze Passage:

35- famous

36- museums

33- calligraphy

34- souvenirs

37- name

38- reflecting

8

==================================================================================
4

B: Reading Comprehension: ( 4 points)
41- (most) travelers

42- connection

39- ( d ) 40- ( a )
43- ( a ) 44- ( b ) 45- ( a )
Good Luck
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